NEW

ACCT 848  Seminar in Controllership (3); Regular; C-05; Spring 2013  45341
Prerequisites: Graduate standing or consent of instructor.
Examination of organizational control and strategic performance evaluation, measurement issues and current topics associated with managerial accounting.

JOUR 670  Research Methods on Journalism (3); Regular; C-05; Spring 2013  45340
Prerequisites: Upper division standing; completion of a GWAR course with grade of C or better.
Critical inquiry and analysis of peer-reviewed research and the research process on journalism, providing students with added depth to understanding journalism’s impact and the processes and structures that dictate it. (Plus-minus letter grade only.)

HIST 642  Proseminar: Community and Memory in 20th Century California (3); Topic; C-05; Spring 2013  45342
Prerequisites: ENG 214 or equivalent, HIST 300, upper division standing, or consent of instructor
Research seminar with focus on the construction of historical memory and identity in contemporary California communities. Major research paper required.